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...and Kyroot said:

Well, as you may have suspected, it IS more UFN's,
and I still

don't know

why they're
being blamed
on

me,

But, whoever's responsible,
here they are again

INTF

UFN (20)

Never fail to "salute" the ugly, after all, if THEY "get ahead"
it is surely on merit.

Never forget how few people you may "discuss" something with have
ever given the matter any thought at all.

Never "borrow trouble" until you've considered the full tax
advantages of leasing.

Never bother to have your Rolex "tuned up" if you're going to be
hanging out with people who are ADAMANT in their belief that

"all things come to those who \^ait.", etc.,etc., tick, tick, tick.
Never, in an attempt to gain some "personal space", should you, in
a cro^ieded restroom,shout,"Man overboard."
Never, while discussing the metaphysical mysteries of existxance

with an armed theologian, use the word "enema" for "enigma."
Never pay extra for an "In-field Pass" unless you're absolutely
sure you will not have to spend the entire race day

seated on a NASCAR driver's greasy brother-in-law.
Never call a "famous person" you admire by their first name, it
can cause them to explode.

Never base your avocational plans on a course entitled, "How To
Become A Former Celebrity."
Never patronize a hospital, a police station, or a law firm who

are advertising a "going out of business sale."

Never, even in a "good faith" attempt to be a "good ole boy", and
entertain your camping buddies, should you agree to zip
yourself up nude in a sleeping bag with a stimulated badger.

Never attempt "suicide" with an apartment-size clothes dryer.
Never agree to "go to" Tahiti unless you're absolutely sure that
they mean the REAL Tahiti, and not the one in South Carolina.

Never, even in the heated spirit of "H^lloweenic fun", should you
try and "scare the be-jesus" out of the Archbishop Of Cranberry.
Never allow "them" to conduct even.a low level

nuclear test in your ear.

Never ask a "dinner companion" to "pass you the rolls" if they have
just been speaking favorably of the joys of sexual acts
involving less than 2 people.

Never, in a contest between "planning", and "chance", bet on the former.
Never agree to "show" a pirate where the restrooms are if he
has his "swash" already unbuckled.
Never blame your intestines for what your stomach did; never blame
your stomach for what your mouth did; never blame your mouth
for what your eyes did, and never blame your eyes for what
your brain did. and of course, never, never, NEVER, blame

your"poor widdle brain" for ANY-thing...there, there, little brain.
Never stani^ and remove your underwear while they are playing your
riost s TidtiLondl

